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 Description of house hold life often is faced with conflicts. Nowadays, the 

improvement of female emancipation proofs that female could take fold 

Characters between House wife and workers. Its affects female to have the fold 

characters conflict, besides if their families or the environments around female 

careless about them.  

The object of this study is the analysis female staff in Islamic State 

University of Malang. The problems of the study are: (1) to know the social 

support of female staff in Islamic State University of Malang. (2) To know the 

rate of female fold characters conflict of the staff. (3) To know the relation 

between the social support and female fold characters conflict in State Islamic 

University, Malang. 

The data collected by questioners where the scale of family social support 

and female fold characters conflict to answer the problem, the researcher adopts 

Linkert Scale. This research uses bivariate correlation test to check the relation 

between social supports as the predictor and fold characters conflict as the 

criterion using the correlation data of ProductMoment Pearson. The subjects of 

this research are 32 female staff (married) of Maulana Malik Ibrahim State 

Islamic University, Malang. 

Based on the analysis, the data stated; in the family social supports aspect, 

there are two variable ‘high and medium’ categories. 87,5% (high) and 12,5% 

(medium). Whereas, the female fold characters conflict is divided in ‘medium and 

low’. 31,5 % (medium) 68,75 % (low) categories. In the hypothesis test, it is got 

the coefficient correlation result -0,718 with the significances amount 0,000 (p < 

0,05). From the result it could be analyzed the significances of the relation 

between family social supports and fold character conflict. However the relation 

among them are negative, which is mean the highest of the family social supports, 

the lowest fold characters conflict happen. And the lowest family social support 

will affect the highest of fold characters conflict happen. 
 


